Advertorial

Contemporary meets comfort at International Trading Co.

The Market Place

Interior designer and HGTV host Jane Lockhart has launched a line of contemporary furniture that is available at International
Trading Co., located at 3300 Fairview Street in Burlington.
Clockwise from above: The cream-toned Harlow Sofa exudes Hollywood glamour, with its high regal arms and button-tuffed
detailing; $1400-1800, depending on fabric and detailing.
The sleek brown leather Chaplin Ottoman invites the onlooker to put their feet up and can double as a seat when entertaining;
$500-800.
The scarlet hue and nail detailing makes the Downey Chair a striking accent in any room; about $700.
In a cool, light gray the Sutherland Sofa’s tone is a great neutral alternative to beige; $1400-1800.

How to protect your hardwood floor
(NC)—Wood is one of the world’s
oldest flooring options, yet consumers
continue to find themselves drawn to
this classic building material thanks to
today’s wide variety of styles colours
and species. One hardwood flooring
trend that continues to gain momentum
amongst consumers across the country
is the movement towards wider boards.
“More and more homeowners are
choosing wide board widths these days
and there’s a good reason for this trend,”
explained Tom Gormley, President of
Silhouette Hardwood Flooring. “Wider
boards give you that nostalgic feel and
make any room look bigger, even very
small rooms will appear larger with
wider floorboards.”
In fact, today’s hardwood flooring
is often installed in 3 ¼, 4 ¼ and even
5 inch widths. But with this classic
and nostalgic look also comes potential
pitfalls, Gormley warned. “The number one registered complaint installers
receive after a wood floor installation,

especially for a wider board floor, is the
unsightly and unhealthy gaps between
boards that inevitably appear at the
onset of winter.”
The most common cause of gaps
between the boards is Mother Nature.
When the weather cools and the heating season begins, the relative level of
humidity in our homes becomes too
low causing boards to lose their moisture and shrink. Meanwhile, when the
wet and humid days of summer return
the boards expand once again. This
regular seasonal expansion and contraction over time is the most common
cause of gaps.
Gaps can also occur when boards
become too humid prior to installation
leaving them with internal moisture
levels that are too high when installed.
Once installed and ambient conditions
return to normal, the wood will lose its
excess humidity and shrink, leaving a
gap between each board.
“Over time, and if left unchecked

humidity will cause gaps between
floor boards of even the highest quality solid hardwood flooring,” explained
Gormley. “Especially when consumers
chose a stain color on lighter woods like
Oak, Yellow Birch and Maple, even fine
gaps will show unattractive lighter areas
between some of the boards.”
Once considered a natural occurrence one had to accept when choosing
wood flooring, Gormley explains there
is now an innovation in gap protection
available for consumers looking for
the beauty and elegance of quality prefinished hardwood floors without the
unattractive inevitable off-colour gaps.
For optimal protection of your hardwood flooring, and to avoid significant
unwanted movement, he also recommends maintaining the relative humidity inside your home within a range
from 37 to 55 per cent year-round.
More information on premium hardwood flooring protection is available at
www.silhouetteflooring.com.

The Best-Dressed
Houses
Are Wearing
Spectacularly Designed Kitchens

4265 Fairview Street, Burlington
905.634.9556 (between Walkers & Appleby Line)
Other Showrooms:
140 Hester Street, Hamilton 905.667.4710
Applewood Village Plaza,
1077 North Service Road, Mississauga 905.275.9556

emeraldkitchens .ca
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